"Look, dear, I've got a new Le Gant with Sta-Up-Top. It has lacings for comfort. They lace out, as well as in."

"Good, Mother, and you have that new long-torso look! I knew you'd find a Le Gant you'd like. Now you have a girdle that won't roll over and won't ride up."

Le Gant "Sta-Up-Top" has the patented band that softly hugs the waist, giving a slender and well-defined waistline. Some "Sta-Up-Tops" extend as high as four inches above the waist—erase the "spare tire"—and give the long lines of Fashion.

Like all Le Gants, "Sta-Up-Top" is "the corset that's different" because it has the comfort of elastic with the control of cloth.

Perfect for wear with Le Gant "Sta-Up-Top", is Alure, the s-t-r-e-t-c-h-a-b-bre bro. $1.50 to $5.

Le Gant girdles and corselettes $5 to $35

At the Better Shops

Write for illustrated booklet—"Recipes for Figure Beauty"
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